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A Thing of Beauty Question Answers Class 12 English
Poem 4

A Thing of Beauty Question Answers (2 Marks – 30 to 40 words)

Q1. What does a thing of beauty do for us? OR How does a thing of beauty

help us?

Ans.- A thing of beauty removes the pall of sufferings, despair, despondency, and pain

from our life. It gives us peace and lulls us to sweet sleep. It brightens our spirit, provides

hope and happiness amidst the sufferings, sadness, and miseries. It inspires us to live

courageously.

Q2. According to Keats, what moves away from the pall and suffering from

human life?

Ans.- A shape of beauty moves away the pall and suffering from our life. Any beautiful

creation of nature uplifts our spirit and removes sadness from our life.

Q3. What does the line, “Therefore, are we wreathing a flowery band to bind

us to earth” suggest to you?

Ans. – The line suggests that these things of beauty are like a beautiful band made of

flowers. We use them to bind us to our sorrowful life on Earth. Other than these things of

beauty, there is no other source of happiness in our miserable lives and they give us a

reason to live.

A Thing of Beauty Question Answers (5 Marks – 100 to 120 words)

1. Summarize the message of the poem ‘A Thing of Beauty.

 
Ans – The poem elaborates upon the qualities of the beautiful creations of nature. Such

things are eternal and their beauty never fades away.

 
They remove the pall of gloom from our lives and bring happiness and health. They even

lull us to a good sleep full of sweet dreams. These beautiful creations are the only

attractions that tie us to this otherwise sorrowful life.

Creations like the Sun, Moon, trees, the sheep, daffodil flowers, rills, forests full of musk

roses and tales of brave men are a few examples of beautiful things which make our lives

meaningful in various ways.

These are like an ever-flowing fountain of a divine blessing that has been endowed upon

mankind by God.
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